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Year 10 and 12 students will shortly be starting their programme of PPEs (mock

examinations.) Full timetables are now available online. The usual rules apply to

PPEs - No mobile phones or personal electronic devices, No watches, All pencil

cases must be see-through, All water bottles must be transparent and have no

writing on the outside, If you bring tissues into the room they must be in a

transparent bag with no writing on it. 

We are delighted to announce that from the 14th June, Ignite students will be

starting their Year 10 options. Having selected what they are doing next year we

know that they are eager to start working with their teachers. This means that

they will have a slightly adapted timetable and they will expand out of the fourth

floor into the third floor. Start and finish to the day will remain the same.

I have thoroughly enjoyed re-starting assemblies in our beautiful cinema this

week with year 10. The theme was around responsibility, with year 11 ready to

leave us this is the time for year 10 to become the role models and young

professionals in lessons, around the building and in the local community. We

spoke of the importance of the upcoming summer assessments and how we need

to rely on the skills we have developed over the last two years – being focused,

self disciplined, tenacious and reflective.

 A reminder about uniform - if new uniform is being bought over the summer it

must be as per the uniform list and include school shoes, not trainers or boots. c

Summer School Programmes - we have an amazing range of opportunities for

current and future students to enjoy this summer including photography,

aquaponics, crime writing, game theatre and drama workshops. All are free to

attend. The programme will be announced next week.

On 16th June, A  Level Creative students will be going on a walking tour of the

Liverpool Biennial, a world-renowned art festival. Students will have the

opportunity to view the unique cultural experiences that our city has to offer.

After the success of our recent exhibition 'Dreams'. Event Horizon, the curators,

are keen to interview students who took part about their artistic process, how

they dealt with lockdown as creative individuals, and their experience of the

exhibition. Event Horizon will be filming these interviews over the coming

weeks. The films can be used by students as part of their online portfolio and to

raise their profile within the creative community. Please see the email to give

consent for your teen appear in these films. 

It has been lovely to have all year groups back in the building this week after the

most welcome half term break. We are reaching the end of assessments for Year 13

students and many have now been signed off. Year 11 finish their programme of

assessments this week. Both year groups have worked exceptionally hard over the

past months and I can't wait to share the incredible destinations they have secured

this summer. 

We are remaining vigilant of the increasing number of Covid-19 cases in the North

West. Please do keep using your lateral flow tests, reporting your results online and

look out for any potential symptoms. It is vitally important that you continue to

social distance, remember to wash and sanitise your hands frequently and wear

masks when travelling to and from the building using public transport. 

NOTES FOR THIS WEEK:

JLT
We have been very busy 

 sorting plans for the

Leavers celebrations for

year 11 and 13 and getting

the yearbooks together!

The designs are looking

incredible, well done to

India and Annie Lee for

designing the covers. 

W E E K  8

PLEASE VOTE  
Five year 9 students are

competing in a national

Competition - the Amazon

Longitude Explorer Prize.

The students have reached

the final with their project

- Plasticvore. Voting opens

today for the “People’s

Choice Award”. If enough

people vote they could win

£5000 for the school.

Please share and vote

using the following link…

https://longitudeexplorer.c

hallenges.org/vote/

https://longitudeexplorer.challenges.org/vote/


YEAR 9
In maths, we have been learning about the laws of indices. In health, we have been

practising basic life support. Historians have been studying the Holocaust. In

English, we are looking at the connotations of the terms 'power' and 'conflict' and

their impact on society. We read John Agard's poem, Flags, and looked at the

importance of identity in our lives. In PBL, students have been finishing the design

of their aquaponic system for the Future Food Challenge. Farm Urban checked their

designs and were very impressed by the design and technical drawings and the way

the team had transferred their drawings into Fusion 360 CAD software to make a 3D

model of their design. Other students were designing a logo, preparing the business

model and making a prototype of a box for the salad boxes the business will sell. 

VISIT TO CANALS AND RIVER TRUST
Year 12 Geography and Biology students escaped to

Litherland last week for a field trip with the Canals

and River Trust. Students set macro-invertebrate

traps which we will revisit in a month to study under

microscope and look for organisms like caddisfly

larvae, water snails and more. This can help gauge

the health of the water quality, which we agreed was

looking very healthy. The canal is a lovely green

corridor through Liverpool. We saw a lot of nesting

coots and other water birds, there are bats that roost

in the tunnels (didn't see those though!), and much

life around the reed beds and water lilies that line

the canal. Students were able to explore some great

stuff for their syllabus section 'Ecosystems' and may

use this as a future starting point for some of their A

level projects if they choose. 

YEAR 12 
Year 12 Studio EPQ students are pushing hard to

complete the majority of their project work before the

summer break so we can focus on the written reports

when they come back in September. Really amazed at

the work going on in the group so watch out for the

film, animations, games, art, children’s books, music

and robotics projects over the next few months. In

maths, we are preparing hard for PPEs. In further

maths we have started looking at momentum, impulse

and the conservation of momentum. In maths for

engineering we have focused on centres of mass of

2dimensional objects. Biologists have continued their

preparation for the upcoming PPEs by recapping index

of biodiversity calculations and looking at examples of

directional selection, such as increases in lactase

persistence in human populations as a result of the

onset of cattle farming. Applied Scientists have been

carrying out chromatography experiments to identify

the components of plant matter, as well as learning

about the principle of chromatography and the factors

that affect separation. Historians have been focusing

on antisemitism in Soviet Russia. 

YEAR 9 STUDIO
In Enrichment, students

are working on their

digital life summaries to

produce a series of posters

and booklets discussing

the pros and cons of a

digital life and what

restrictions if any are

required. In PBL, we had

the final rehearsal of our

film and will start filming

next week. We can’t wait

to see the film in the

cinema at the end of term

and launch it on YouTube.

METROPOLITAN
CATHEDRAL VISIT
Ignite enjoyed a visit to the

Metropolitan Cathedral to

compare the architecture to

the Anglican Cathedral we

visited last term. They

considered the cathedral in

the context of the history

of Liverpool and its

connection to Ireland.  

YEAR 10 
Historians have been learning about life in Elizabethan England. Synergy Scientists

have been reinforcing their understanding of the Carbon Cycle Studio PBL students

have been looking at advertising over the last few weeks and talking a lot about

branding and post pandemic company ideas. Students are starting to understand the

importance of branding and how advertising fits within this and also why they are

targeted by brands at their age to try and make them customers for life. We are

going to link it to the work we have been doing on creating our board game over the

last few weeks of term. 

SCANNING ELECTRON
MICROSCOPE
We have waved goodbye to

the Hitachi / IRIS SEM. This

has been an incredible

opportunity to work with

amazing technology. We are

grateful to our partners for

making this happen. We

have taken so many photos

of students' work and will

now convert this into art,

posters and presentations. 

YEAR 9 ALEP PRIZE
The ALEP group are

finalising their pitch to

the judges before filming

takes place next week.

They have filmed an

INCREDIBLE time lapse

video of the mealworm

ingesting a piece of plastic

over a 36 hour period…

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1odEE7rZsEpZnONq4C

TVqUSqvwM-

gm2TV/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1odEE7rZsEpZnONq4CTVqUSqvwM-gm2TV/view?usp=sharing

